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Abstract— In this paper, we have decided to make a Drone 

which can save lives of people. In today’s world time is 

important factor that matters to approximately every human 

being living on this planet. From 27th August 2018, 

according to National Drone Policy of India flying drone is 

legal. But no rescue team had used the drone technology 

since then. Approximately 90% of the Indian states faced 

the flood in 2019 and worrying part is there was not any 

way of saving lives of people within a fraction of minutes. 

We cannot prevent the disaster from happening but what we 

can save is the lives stuck between disaster area by sending 

the drone at that area for capturing images. The use of drone 

in areas ranging from smart cities usage over agriculture 

usage to entertainment has rapidly grown over the previous 

years. For hazardous situations, drone have been considered 

in the latest technology, especially for surveillance purpose 

of an area (i.e., as a searching platform for an increasingly 

rescuing victim). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

This project involved the design and construction of a 

unmanned Aerial vehicle (UAV)- It is an aircraft with no 

human pilot aboard. Its flight controlled either 

autonomously by on-board computers or by a ground station 

controlled by a human technician pilot. The primary 

objective was to design and construct an Unmanned Aerial 

Vehicle with surveillance and live feedback capabilities in 

which it can be used on variety of application such as 

monitoring land or sea borders, building or forest wildfires, 

unexpected riots or disturbances. Our proposed framework 

involves the utilization of an UAV that will provide live 

feeding or can capture image of the allocated location while 

searching for victims. This implies the development of a 

drone to efficiently cover the whole area and report detected 

events to rescue teams. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A. IEEE International Conference on Robotics and 

Automation 2010, Sonia Waharte, Andrew Symington, Niki 

Trigoni:  

Most of the algorithms utilize two common assumptions. 

The first is that the altitude of the UAV remains fixed. As a 

consequence, the sensor coverage region and sensor 

properties are the same everywhere. Secondly, the UAV 

sensors monitor the state of a single grid cell in its entirety 

to determine occupancy. Both of these assumptions are 

relevant for fixed-wing UAVs.  

In this paper they propose a generalized 

probabilistic search framework that takes into account the 

following cases:  

1) The observation region of a sensor can completely 

cover multiple grid cells, and not just a single grid cell. 

2) The observation region of a sensor can partially cover 

multiple grid cells, and not just a single grid cell.  

3) Observations can be performed at different heights, 

with different sensing qualities.  

In this paper they addressed the problem of 

extending a probabilistic search framework to account for 

the properties of agile UAVs. Specifically, they considered 

observations of multiple grid cells by a single UAV, 

observations of partial grid cells (for a single update step), 

and to support changes in UAV altitudes. They showed that 

developing a search strategy exploiting the tradeoff between 

size of the observation area and confidence in a target 

presence can improve the average time-to-target detection. 

In the future, we shall examine alternative, non-grid based 

approaches such as the Probabilistic Hypothesis Density 

Filter. They should also consider changes in detection 

probabilities and coverage size as a function of altitude. 

They will evaluate the performance of our algorithm 

extensively with non-uniform prior distributions of the 

target location. 

B. International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft 

Systems (ICUAS),. IEEE, 2017:  

UAVs can be efficiently used for small crop fields at low 

altitudes with higher precision and low-cost compared with 

traditional manned aircraft. Using UAVs for crop 

management can provide precise and real time data about 

specific location.  

Moreover, UAVs can offer a high resolution 

images for crop to help in crop management such as disease 

detection, monitoring agriculture, detecting the variability in 

crop response to irrigation, weed management and reduce 

the amount of herbicides [105], [106], [112]–[114]. In Table 

no.1, a comparison between UAVs, traditional manned 

aircraft and satellite based system is presented in terms of 

system cost, endurance, availability, deployment time, 

coverage area, weather and working conditions, operational 

complexity, applications usage and finally we present some 

examples from the literature. 

C. IEEE International Conference on, Sanya, Hainan, 

China, 2007:  

Their proposed framework involves the utilization of several 

small UAVs in such context. This implies the development 

of a cooperation algorithm that will allow the fleet of drones 

to efficiently cover the whole area and report detected 

events to rescue teams. This paper is divided into six parts: 

Section 2 lists and details some related works on autopilot 

mechanisms for UAVs and search and rescue applications. 

Section 3 introduces our framework and explains several 

exploration schemes for the drones. Then, Section 4 presents 

the network protocols we developed and implemented in our 

framework. Auto-pilot algorithms and real test results are 

detailed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this paper 

and introduces planned future works on our framework. 
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III. METHODOLOGY  

 
Fig. 1: Block Diagram for Drone 

This project is developed for rescuing victims from the 

disaster area or from hazardous situation. 

In Fig. 1, the block diagram is of drone is shown. 

The fig includes microcontroller (Arduino UNO), sensor 

(MPU- 6050), Camera (Raspberry-PI webcam), Motors 

(1000Kv). 

A. Specifications of Hardware: 

Arduino UNO - It is a microcontroller board based on the 

ATmega328P. It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 

can be used as PWM outputs), 6 analog inputs pins, a 16 

MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an 

ICSP header and a reset button. 

MPU-6050 - Accelerometer and the gyroscope are 

embedded inside a single chip. This chip uses I2C (inter-

integrated circuit) protocol for communication. It is also a 

board that is basically (depending on your choice) a sum of 

various sensors that help your quad know where it is and 

how to level itself. 

PI-Camera – This camera module is a portable light 

weight camera that supports Raspberry Pi. It communicates 

with Pi using the MIPI camera serial interface protocol. It is 

normally used in image processing. 

Motor – A2212 BLDC (Brushless DC) is a high 

speed brushless motor designed specifically for Drone. 

 
Fig. 2: Working of drone against gravity 

In Fig. 2 explains how drone fly, how it works 

against gravity. The thrust that allows the drone to get 

airborne is provided by Brushless DC motors and each of 

them is separately controlled by an electronic speed 

controller or ESC. The center part of drone contains the 

flight controller which is consist of Arduino, MPU sensor 

and the battery which supplies current to motors and other 

components of drone. 

 
Fig. 3: Motor direction 

Quadcopter drone is consisting of 4 motors each in 

one arm of a frame. Among 4-motor, any 2-motor should 

rotate in same direction either in clockwise or in anti-

clockwise.  

Motors of same direction will be fixed diagonally 

in the frame. 

In fig. 3 where M1 is motor-1 and M3 is motor-3, 

will rotate in the same direction i.e. clockwise. While 

Motor-2 and motor-4 will rotate in same direction i.e. anti-

clockwise.  

In order for the balance to be maintained, the quad 

relies on the data it gathers from internal sensors, and 

adjusts the power it sends to each motor so that the entire 

drone is leveled. 

 
Fig. 4: Movement of Drone 

There are 3-axis those are as follow, 

1) X-axis denotes the Backward and forward movement of 

the drone. 

2) Y-axis denotes the Up and Down movement of the 

drone. 

3) Z-axis denotes the Left and Right movement of the 

drone. 

Usually, each drone comes capable of performing 

four types of movement: throttle, Roll, Yaw, and Pitch. Each 

of these movements is controlled by the amount of thrust 

each motor produces. 
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Throttle – To give throttle to flight controller 

means to increase the speed of motors to drift the drone 

upside 

Roll – To give Roll to flight controller means to 

take turn either on Left or on Right       

Pitch – To give pitch to flight controller means to 

give command of moving forward or backward 

Yaw – To give Yaw to flight controller means to 

drift the drone in right side or left side.  

B. Process: 

 
Fig. 5: Use case diagram 

In above fig.5 the process that system follows is shown in 

form of use case diagram.  

Operator creates and allocates the mission or path 

to the drone, then drones starts observing allocated location 

by its camera. Drone will capture the images of area and 

also it will feed live videos on operator’s screen. Operator 

will be responsible for evaluating and monitoring the 

mission. While drone will capture the image and video, and 

it will send that to the server. After monitoring whole area 

drone will end the mission and will return to the operators 

location. 

IV. FUTURE SCOPE 

This project is to design a drone for emerging in the field of 

public research, and it is a great opportunity to discover and 

investigate new possibilities in terms of networking, mobile 

communications, unplanned missions, rescue operations and 

other prospective. The goal of this project is to build, 

modify and improve an existing drone kit to obtain stable 

flight, gather and store GPS data and perform auto 

command such as auto-loading of unplanned mission. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

We considered observations of an area by single drone, 

observations of partial area first. Designed in such a way to 

support changes in drone movement. We showed that 

developing a search strategy exploiting the tradeoff between 

size of the observation area and confidence in a target 

presence can improve the average time-to-target detection. 

This study presents the advantages of drone photography in 

collecting more detailed and useful local landscape 

information than the satellite imagery. Verifying sensors 

board and Arduino ATmega328p connection by using the 

blinking template from the Arduino IDE and looking at the 

corresponding LED on the Arduino board and shield. we 

verified that both the boards were connected properly by 

changing the delay of the blinking LED. 
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